
ELECTRONIC FUNDRAISING SALE 
 
S1 MARTIAL ARTS – Courtesy of the Ottawa Academy of Martial Arts, become the best version of 
yourself with this three-month membership. Attend an unlimited number of classes in either the world-class 
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu or Muay Thai programs at any of the Academy’s six locations across Ottawa.  
Donor:  Ottawa Academy of Martial Arts 
Value:  $540.00 
Sale Price: $100.00 
 
S2 TRAINING IN TAEKWONDO – Courtesy of Perseverance Taekwon-Do, enjoy this two-month 
membership for Taekwondo classes and an official ITF beginner uniform (dobok). Exercise while having fun 
and learn the fundamentals and the art of Taekwondo.  Membership also includes optional self-defence classes. 
Expires December 2016; for new members only. 
Donor:  Perseverance Taekwon-Do 
Value:  $280.00 
Sale Price: $55.00 
 
S3 OTTAWA WHITEWATER RAFTING ADVENTURE – Enjoy this family-friendly Ottawa City 
Rafting Trip – for 1 Adult and 1 Child, a great way to get out on the river and see the spectacular sights. This 
urban whitewater trip, courtesy of Ottawa City Rafting / Wilderness Tours, allows paddlers aged 5 to 65 to 
experience a 3.5-hour whitewater rafting excursion starting just 10 minutes’ drive west of downtown Ottawa at 
Britannia Beach. Guests can experience Ottawa from a completely unique perspective, enjoying a guided, 
interpretive trip through Ottawa and Canada’s living history. The trip will finish off with a full mid-river view of 
the downtown core, encompassing the spectacular Canadian War Museum and the Parliament Buildings. May 
be redeemed against an upgraded package. Expires September 5, 2016; advance reservation required. 
Donor:  Ottawa City Rafting / Wilderness Tours 
Value:  $118.00 
Sale Price: $40.00 
 
S4 OTTAWA WHITEWATER RAFTING ADVENTURE – Enjoy this family-friendly Ottawa City 
Rafting Trip – for 1 Adult and 1 Child, a great way to get out on the river and see the spectacular sights. This 
urban whitewater trip, courtesy of Ottawa City Rafting / Wilderness Tours, allows paddlers aged 5 to 65 to 
experience a 3.5-hour whitewater rafting excursion starting just 10 minutes’ drive west of downtown Ottawa at 
Britannia Beach. Guests can experience Ottawa from a completely unique perspective, enjoying a guided, 
interpretive trip through Ottawa and Canada’s living history. The trip will finish off with a full mid-river view of 
the downtown core, encompassing the spectacular Canadian War Museum and the Parliament Buildings. May 
be redeemed against an upgraded package. Expires September 5, 2016; advance reservation required. 
Donor:  Ottawa City Rafting / Wilderness Tours 
Value:  $118.00 
Sale Price: $40.00 
 
S5 FAMILY RAFTING ADVENTURE – Courtesy of Wilderness Tours, enjoy this family-friendly 
Gentle Family Rafting Day Trip – for 1 Adult and 1 Child (aged 5+, minimum 50lbs). This exciting day 
features gentle rafting trip down the middle channel with a guide, body surfing, swimming from your own 
floating island, and a great BBQ lunch at the base of Garvin’s Chute, a 20’ waterfall. Parents will be so proud of 
their children and children will think mom and dad are really cool! May be redeemed against an upgraded 
package. Valid Sunday-Friday; expires September 5, 2016; advance reservation required. 
Donor:  Wilderness Tours 
Value:  $158.00 
Sale Price: $55.00 
 
S6 SPECTACULAR ADVENTURE – A 74-metre high waterfall plunging down the side of gorges that 
are 1.2 billion years old is always a sight to behold! One of the most beautiful attractions in the region of 
Québec City, Canyon Sainte-Anne is an impressive canyon carved into the bedrock by the powerful Sainte-
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Anne Falls (higher than Niagara Falls). Discover this jewel of nature with a family admission pass during the 
2016 season. The footpaths are easily accessible by all (even with a stroller). Expires October 16, 2016. 
Donor:  Canyon Sainte-Anne 
Value:  $41.00 
Sale Price: $15.00 
 
S7 PANAMA PERFECTION – Whether you seek seclusion and tranquility or thrills and adventure, Los 
Establos Boutique Inn in Panama is the ideal destination. This award-winning 4-star inn is situated 4,000 feet 
above sea level, with a fairytale setting on a coffee plantation, magnificent gardens, and breathtaking views. 
Discover nature in all its awesome glory with this five-night stay in well-appointed accommodation, 
overlooking Panama’s picturesque mountain range.  
 
The gift certificate provides complimentary luxury accommodation; please note that the winning bidder is 
required to pay a mandatory all-inclusive supplement of $115USD per person/per night, which includes 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and your choice of one of the following activities per day: spa treatment, coffee 
tour, rainforest safari, zip lining, or hiking to the famous Baru volcano (note: activity not provide day of 
arrival/departure). Government tax is additional.
 
Expires December 20, 2018; an additional surcharge will apply December 21 - January 3; reservations must be 
made at least 21 days prior to arrival; certificate is fully transferable; certificate cannot be used in conjunction 
with any other offer. 
Donor:  Elite Island Resorts 
Value:  $3,350.00 
Sale Price: $200.00 
 
S8 TROPICAL BEAUTY BECKONS –The Verandah Resort & Spa, Antigua provides a stunning setting 
for romance, family fun, and sumptuous indulgence. Nestled along Antigua's pristine northeast coast on a 
tranquil bay, this eco-friendly luxury all-suite resort encompasses 30 spectacular beachfront acres traversed by 
hiking trails and bordered by Devil's Bridge National Park. Enjoy the Caribbean at its best with this two-week 
stay (fourteen-nights) in well-appointed accommodation, boasting private verandah offering beautiful views 
through sliding-glass doors.  
 
Each seven-night gift certificate provides complimentary luxury accommodation; please note that the winning 
bidder is required to pay a mandatory all-inclusive supplement of $125USD per person/per night, which 
includes all food and beverage, resort facilities and activities, gratuities and services charges. Government tax is 
additional. **Each seven-night gift certificates can be used separately or in conjunction with one another.
 
Expires December 20, 2018; an additional surcharge will apply for any reservation December 21-January 3 and 
February 7-21; reservations must be made at least 21 days prior to arrival; certificate is fully transferable; 
certificate cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.  
Donor:  Elite Island Resorts 
Value:   $6,700.00  
Sale Price: $450.00 
 
S9 AMAZING ANTIGUA – A lush tropical playground, the 4-star St. James's Club & Villas sits on a 
private 100-acre estate on the southeastern coast of Antigua, boasting breathtaking ocean views and two white 
sand beaches flanked by either a tranquil bay or windswept ocean. Also, all the delights of English Harbour, 
Nelson's Dockyard, and Shirley Heights are just a few minutes' drive away. Enjoy a Caribbean vacation ideal for 
relaxation, soaking up the sun, or just about any activity you can think of with this outstanding seven-night stay 
in well-appointed accommodation.  
 
The gift certificate provides complimentary luxury accommodation; please note that the winning bidder is 
required to pay a mandatory all-inclusive supplement of $125USD (or $225USD during December 21-January 3 
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and February 7-21) per person/per night, which includes all food and beverage, resort facilities and activities, 
gratuities and services charges. Government tax is additional.
 
Expires December 20, 2018; reservations must be made at least 21 days prior to arrival; certificate is fully 
transferable; certificate cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.  
Donor:  Elite Island Resorts  
Value:   $4,000.00 
Sale Price: $250.00 
 
S10 PRIVATE ISLAND PARADISE – Imagine basking in the sun on your own private island steps away 
from the warm turquoise waters of the Caribbean! The spectacular Palm Island Resort lies on its own 135-acre 
private island in St. Vincent and the Grenadines, an idyllic archipelago of 32 tropical island and cays known for 
its stunning natural beauty. This oasis of tropical serenity boasts 5 dazzling white-sand beaches, sumptuous 
dining, a magnificent array of water sports and facilities, and indulgent spa. It is reached via a 45-minute flight 
from Barbados to neighbouring Union Island, followed by a 10-minute ride by private launch. Travel & Leisure 
says it is “one of the best places to stay in the world”. The ultimate private island experience awaits with this 
seven-night stay in well-appointed accommodation.  
 
The gift certificate provides complimentary luxury accommodation; please note that the winning bidder is 
required to pay a mandatory all-inclusive supplement of $140USD (for stay between April 16-December 20) or 
$240 USD (for travel between December 21-April 15) per person/per night, which includes all food and 
beverage, resort facilities and activities, gratuities and services charges. Government tax is additional.
 
Expires December 20, 2018; reservations must be made at least 21 days prior to arrival; certificate is fully 
transferable; certificate cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.  
Donor:  Elite Island Resorts 
Value:  $4,200.00 
Sale Price: $250.00 
 
S11 SUN-SPLASHED LUXURY IN ST. LUCIA – Gorgeous palm-fringed beaches, miles of unspoiled 
rainforest, the Qualibou volcano with its boiling sulphur springs, the majestic Piton Mountains, natural 
waterfalls, breathtaking views, and friendly locals are just some of the reasons you’ll want to choose St. Lucia as 
your vacation destination. Set amid 25 acres of colorful hillside gardens and tucked into a private cove on the 
northern coast of St. Lucia, the refreshingly casual beachfront resort of St. James’s Club Morgan Bay offers 
luxurious relaxation, romance, fun, and a hint of adventure. Escape to paradise with this seven-night stay in 
well-appointed accommodation.  
 
The gift certificate provides complimentary luxury accommodation; please note that the winning bidder is 
required to pay a mandatory all-inclusive supplement of $115USD per person/per night, which includes all food 
and beverage, resort facilities and activities, gratuities and services charges. Government tax is additional.
 
Expires December 20, 2018; an additional surcharge will apply for any reservation December 21-January 3 and 
February 7-21; reservations must be made at least 21 days prior to arrival; certificate is fully transferable; 
certificate cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.  
Donor:  Elite Island Resorts 
Value:   $2,800.00 
Sale Price: $190.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 



S12 “WINDY DAY AT VITORIA (ISLAND OF GRACIOSA, AZORES)” – Courtesy of David N. 
Harpp at McGill University, a beautiful watercolour, 26” x 30” (including archival mat), by world-famous 
watercolour and oil painter Bonnie Folkins. Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University in New Brunswick and 
at the International School of Art in Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented in corporate collections 
worldwide and eight universities, including McGill University. This is a true investment piece and a unique 
opportunity to own a beautiful work by an acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $1,800.00 
Sale Price: $480.00 
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S13 “DRAWING AT MOILLESULAZ, 
SWITZERLAND” – Courtesy of David N. Harpp at 
McGill University, a beautiful framed graphite, 
23.25” x 17.25” (framed dimensions), by world-famous 
watercolour and oil painter Bonnie Folkins. Bonnie 
studied at Mount Allison University in New Brunswick 
and at the International School of Art in Umbria, Italy. 
Bonnie’s works are represented in corporate collections 
worldwide and eight universities, including McGill 
University. This is a true investment piece and a 
unique opportunity to own a beautiful work by a 
renowned artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $600.00 
Sale Price: $130.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



S14 “THREE PUMPKINS” – Courtesy of David N. Harpp at McGill University, a beautiful framed 
watercolour, 28” x 34” (framed dimensions), by world-famous watercolour and oil painter Bonnie Folkins. 
Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University in New Brunswick and at the International School of Art in Umbria, 
Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented in corporate collections worldwide and eight universities, including 
McGill University. This is a true investment piece and a unique opportunity to own a beautiful work by an 
acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $2,500.00 
Sale Price: $675.00  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
S15 “LITTLE LAURA IN FOLK COSTUME” – Courtesy of David N. Harpp at McGill University, a 
beautiful framed watercolour, 31” x 31.5” (framed dimensions), by world-famous watercolour and oil painter 
Bonnie Folkins. Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University in New Brunswick and at the International School 
of Art in Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented in corporate collections worldwide and eight 
universities, including McGill University. This is a true investment piece and a unique opportunity to own a 
beautiful work by an acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $2,500.00 
Sale Price: $500.00 
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S16 “MENDING THE KIMONO” – Courtesy of David N. Harpp at McGill University, a beautiful 
framed watercolour, 32” x 39” (framed dimensions), by world-famous watercolour and oil painter Bonnie 
Folkins. Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University in New Brunswick and at the International School of Art in 
Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented in corporate collections worldwide and eight universities, 
including McGill University. This is a true investment piece and a unique opportunity to own a beautiful 
work by an acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $2,500.00 
Sale Price: $650.00  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
S17 “SITTING IN THE SHADE - TEMPLE, RAJASTHAN” – Courtesy of David N. Harpp at McGill 
University, a beautiful framed watercolour, 21” x 25.5” (framed dimensions), by world-famous watercolour 
and oil painter Bonnie Folkins. Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University in New Brunswick and at the 
International School of Art in Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented in corporate collections worldwide 
and eight universities, including McGill University. This is a true investment piece and a unique opportunity 
to own a beautiful work by an acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $1,800.00 
Sale Price: $480.00 
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S18 “ROMANY GIRL” – Courtesy of David N. 
Harpp at McGill University, a beautiful framed 
watercolour, 37.75” x 32” (framed dimensions), by 
world-famous watercolour and oil painter Bonnie 
Folkins. Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University in 
New Brunswick and at the International School of Art 
in Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented in 
corporate collections worldwide and eight universities, 
including McGill University. This is a true investment 
piece and a unique opportunity to own a beautiful 
work by an acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $2,500.00 
Sale Price: $500.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
S19 “JAPANESE BRIDE” – Courtesy of David N. 
Harpp at McGill University, a beautiful framed 
watercolour, 40” x 32” (framed dimensions), by world-
famous watercolour and oil painter Bonnie Folkins. 
Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University in New 
Brunswick and at the International School of Art in 
Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented in 
corporate collections worldwide and eight universities, 
including McGill University. This is a true investment 
piece and a unique opportunity to own a beautiful 
work by an acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $2,500.00 
Sale Price: $500.00 
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S20 “PORTUGUESE CHILD IN 
FOLKLORE COSTUME” – Courtesy of David N. 
Harpp at McGill University, a beautiful framed 
watercolour, 40” x 32” (framed dimensions), by 
world-famous watercolour and oil painter Bonnie 
Folkins. Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University 
in New Brunswick and at the International School of 
Art in Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented 
in corporate collections worldwide and eight 
universities, including McGill University. This is a 
true investment piece and a unique opportunity to 
own a beautiful work by an acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $2,500.00 
Sale Price: $500.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
S21 “KIMONO MOTIF - WILLOW 
BRANCHES LADEN WITH SNOW” – Courtesy of 
David N. Harpp at McGill University, a beautiful 
watercolour, 32" x 28" (including archival mat), by 
world-famous watercolour and oil painter Bonnie 
Folkins. Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University 
in New Brunswick and at the International School of 
Art in Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented 
in corporate collections worldwide and eight 
universities, including McGill University. This is a 
true investment piece and a unique opportunity to 
own a beautiful work by an acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $2,100.00 
Sale Price: $550.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



S22 “SERVING TEA” – Courtesy of David N. 
Harpp at McGill University, a beautiful 
watercolour, 35” x 28.5” (including archival mat), 
by world-famous watercolour and oil painter Bonnie 
Folkins. Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University 
in New Brunswick and at the International School of 
Art in Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are 
represented in corporate collections worldwide and 
eight universities, including McGill University. 
This is a true investment piece and a unique 
opportunity to own a beautiful work by an 
acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $2,100.00 
Sale Price: $450.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
S23 “BREAD BAKING HUT (ALENTEJO, PORTUGAL)” – Courtesy of David N. Harpp at McGill 
University, a beautiful watercolour, 26.5” x 32” (including archival mat), by world-famous watercolour and oil 
painter Bonnie Folkins. Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University in New Brunswick and at the International 
School of Art in Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented in corporate collections worldwide and eight 
universities, including McGill University. This is a true investment piece and a unique opportunity to own a 
beautiful work by an acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $2,100.00 
Sale Price: $550.00 
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S24 “WASHING DAY (ALENTEJO, PORTUGAL)” – Courtesy of David N. Harpp at McGill 
University, a beautiful watercolour, 26” x 34” (including archival mat), by world-famous watercolour and oil 
painter Bonnie Folkins. Bonnie studied at Mount Allison University in New Brunswick and at the International 
School of Art in Umbria, Italy. Bonnie’s works are represented in corporate collections worldwide and eight 
universities, including McGill University. This is a true investment piece and a unique opportunity to own a 
beautiful work by an acclaimed artist! 
Donor:  David N. Harpp 
Value:  $2,100.00 
Sale Price: $550.00 
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S25 “THEATER OF REBELLION” – Spectacular  framed oil on stretched canvas, 27” x 39”, by 
Rashmi Rekha, a well-known Indo-Canadian artist from Ottawa. While Rashmi is inspired by nature, she also 
enjoys portraying the social pressure, burden of wisdom, and scientific inquiry of modern life in her paintings. 
Most of her current work is in oil and acrylic and also in mixed media. Her paintings can be seen at Kevin 
Dodds Gallery, 1101 Bank St and Prosoya Inc. Atrium at 550 Lacolle Way, Ottawa. 
Donor:  Rashmi Rekha 
Value:  $899.00 
Sale Price: $250.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
S26 “ADRIENNE CLARKSON” – Gorgeous framed acrylic on canvas portrait of former Governor 
General Adrienne Clarkson, 14” x 16”, courtesy of well-known artist Janet Szulga. A portrait artist born and 
raised in Ottawa, and based in Merrickville, Janet’s commissions in acrylics, oils and graphite feature a range of 
subjects including celebrities, pets, etc.    
Donor:  Janet Szulga 
Value:  $600.00 
Sale Price: $150.00 
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